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Abstraot.

The magnetio material, used in magnetio reoording media (tape)

is for instanoe ,Fe20
3

or cr02 ia the form of needle shaped

particles (length = +/- 0.6 mioron, width • +/- 0.1 mioron).

Those partioles influenoe eaoh other (interaotion). A simple

model whioh aocounts for these magnetio interaotions is the

Neel-model. Some oaloulations with the aid of a oomputer program,

based on this model will be disoussed. Moreover, some imperfeotions

of the N~el-model will be shown. Besides oaloulations with the

Nesl-model, some oaloulations have been oarried out with a more

realistio model whioh is based on an energy consideration of the

system of magnetio partioles. In this model both energy oonsiderations

for the determination of the stable points as well as a dynamio

behaviour are given.
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1. Introduction.

Magnetio reoording is the conversion ot an eleotrical signal as

a fUnction ot time into a magnetio remanenoe of a magnetic tape as

a function of position on the tape.

A general scheme of the conversion is given in Fig. 1.1. The eleotrical

signal-current is supplied to a write head that oonverses the ourrent

into a magnetic field. This field will magnetize a small piece of

the magnetio tape below the write head. The tape moves away from

the write head. Now the remanenoe magnetization of the small piece

of the magnetic tape, if it is removed from the write head, will

be a measure for the magnetio field experienced by it, while it

was below the head. In this way a transformation is obtained of

the time-dependent eleotrioal ourrent into a spaoe-dependent magnetio

remanenoe on the tape. The magnetio remanenoe will oause a stray field

outside the tape. If the tape moves now along a read head, then the

stray field experienoed by that head will vary in time beoause of the

space-dependence or the remanence. The variations of the magnetic

flux through the coils of the read head will induoe an e.m.f., that

is a measure for those variations. If we read in a sinusoidal signal

with the write head, then we will deteot a sinusoidal signal with

the read head, with the same frequenoy.

In Fig. 1.1 also a schematio longitudinal seotion of the magnetic

tape is given. The general oonstruotion oonsists of a plastic tape,

coated with a magnetic powder, embedded in a plastio binder.

The magnetio material used is, for instanoe, gamma ferric oxide in

the form of needle shaped (aoioular) partioles. The partioles have

lengths somewhat less than one mioron, and length-to-width ratios

of 5/1 to 10/1. A Phot~graph of a longitudinal seotion of a Fe20
3
-tape

is given in Fig. 1.2a, a photograph of a solution of gamma ferrio

oxide partioles in Fig.1.2b. A review of magnetio reoording may be

found elsewhere ([1], [2J).
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For a complete understanding of the magnetic recording process,

one needs a mathematical model for the magnetio tape that desoribes

the magnetio prope~ties of the tape as good as possible. A first

method to acoomplish this, is to determine the macroscopic magnetic

properties of the material in an experimental way and to fit the

results with an empirioal formula [3]. However this method doesn't

expose the physioal prooesses that are. relevant for the maorosoopic

properties. Therefore many authors have oocupied themselves with

more fundamental models ([4] up to [15}).

References [4J up to [8] refer to models for one single particle.

stoner and Wohlfarth [4) start from ellipsoidal particles in

which the magnetization stays uniform, that is, if a particle is

exposed to a ohanging externally applied field, then the magnetization

will rotate coherently, Fig. 1.3a. Beoause of the shape anisotropy,

there exists an "easy" direction for the magnetio moment. In Fig. 1.3b

several hysteresisloops a,re given, oalculated by Stoner and Wohlfarth.

Horizontally the applied field strength is plotted, vertically the

component of the magnetization in the direotion of the applied field.

For each hysteresisloop, the angle between the "easy" axis of

magnetization of the particle and the applied field direction is

different. The method of Stoner and Wohlfarth is based on an energy

consideration. They calculate, for each field strength, the lowest

energy state of the magnetization. We will oome back to the Stoner

Wohlfarth method later.

Other meohanisms with lower energy states have been proposed

and have been given the names fanning, curling and buokling (see for

instance Jaoobs an Bean [5], Brown [6J and~J, Frei, Shtrikman and

Treves [8J). These mechanisms are illustrated in Fig. 1.4. The fanning

mode occurs in particles which have the form of a ohain of spheres.

Coherent rotation takes place in each sphere but in opposite sense

for adjacent spheres. Curling may be understood by imagining a parallel

bunch of wires to be twisted. The direotion of the wires then gives

the direotion of the magnetization. Finally, for buokling, a sinusoidal

variation of the magnetization vector takes plaoe along the original

direction of magnetiza,tion in a plane oontaining this direotion.
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Besides the ma.gnetization process of one single particle,

Stoner and Wohlfarth also calculated the hysteresis loop for an

assembly of particles with a random distribution of the uniaxial

anisotropy, that is, the directions of the "easy" axes of the

particles are assumed to be randomly distributed. The resulting

loop is sketched in Fig. 1.5. However, Stoner and Wohlfarth neglect

the interaction between the particles, i.e. eaoh partiole will

cause a magnetic field, that acts on each other ~article. Authors

that have studied the influence of these interactions are for

instance Neel [9J, Moskowitz and Della Torre [1 OJ , Ramachandran [11J,
Wohlfarth [12J 8,nd Bertram and Mallinson b3], [14J •
The major assumption in the calculations of Neel, Moskowitz and

Ramachandran is, that they assume that the magnetic moments of the

particles can point only into two directions, which are opposite

to each other and that only the field components parallel to a

magnetic moment can effect that moment. Neel carried out the

calculations, with these assumptions, for two not neoessarily

identical particles. Moskowitz and Ramaohandran carried out the

same oalculations for several assemblies with about 200 identical

particles, that have been distributed in a regular way, Fig. 1.6.

Wohlfarth calculates the hysteresisloop of several assemblies

with regular distributions of the particles by determining the

minimum energy state for the magnetic moments, assuming that those

moments all will stay parallel to eaoh other, Fig. 1.7. The total

energy now includes an extra term as a result of the partiole

interactions.

The assumption that all moments will stay parallel to each other

need not be true. This has been shown by Bertram and Mallinson.

They carried out calculations for two identical ellipsoidally shaped

particles, with parallel "easy" axes, and found that there were

three different modes of rotation of the magnetic moments, namely

uniform rotation (the same mechanism as assumed by Wohlfarth),

fanning to an antiparallel state and fanning to a parallel state, Fig. 1.8.

Above mentioned models will be disoussed in more detail in this

report. In an earlier study, we have already carried out some

calculations based on the assumptions of the Neel-model, for an
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assembly of randomly distributed partioles ~5J. Here some of our

results, as well as some further oaloulations will be discussed.

We also oarried out some oaloulations a.nalogous to those in the

model of Bertram and Mallinson for two partioles.

Throughout this report MKSA units are used.

2. The Neel-model [9J ,l2.Q.

Neel has studied the magnetic behaviour of two interaoting

partioles. He made the following assumptions in his oaloulationsl

1. The partioles oan be oonsiderod as magnetio point dipoles, so

the interaotion fields are simple dipole fields, Fig. 2.1.

2. The absolute values of the magnetio moments are constant.

3. The magnetio moments oan only point into two direotions, which

are opposite to eaoh other and parallel to the "easy" axes of

the particles. So the hysteresisloop of a single partiole is

reotangular, Fig. 2.2.

4. Only the field oomponents parallel to the magnetio moment can

effeot that moment.

The physioal meanings of these assumptions are:

1. The distance between the two particles is large enough to apply

the far field approximation.

2. The partioles are single domain, i.e. the magnetization is

uniform within the partioles.

3. The length of the partioles is large as oompared with the

thiokness, so the magnetio moment of a partiole prefers a

direotion parallel to the major axis (lowest energy state).

In the Neel-model the magnetic moment of a partiole switches from

one direotion to the other if the total field experienced by that

partiole is equal to the ooeroive foroe of that partiole (H i).cp,
Caloulations for more than two partioles have been oarried out by

Moskowi tz and Della Torre [10J and Ramaohandran [11J. However,

their oaloulations deal with regular distributions of the partioles

over the spaoe, that is, the distanoes between the different
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particles are regular, Fig. 1.6. This regularity introduoes a

typical switching behaviour and is certtdnly not realistic. It is

therefore that we have carried out the calculations for an arbitrary

positioning t of the particles over space (15J. In the following

sections a brief review of our results in [15J is given, as well

as some results obta.ined in B. later stage.

2.1. The interaction model.

Consider an assembly of two particles whose magnetio moments

are pa.rallel to the z-axis, Fig. 2.3. They experience from each

other an interaction foroe whose component in the positive z-direction

is given by

;i
H'..

1J

[17J I

Sign(IDj)xlmj!x(2dzij-dxij-dyij)

2 2 2 572
4rrx(dxij+dYij+dzij)

iwhere Hij = the oomponent of the interaction force

in the positive z-direction, experienoed

by the particle i from the particle j [Afm].
sign(m j ) = the sign of the magnetio moment

of the particle j.

\mjl = magnitude of the magnetic moment of

particle j [Am2].

dXij "" xi-x j em].

dYij = Yi-Yj em].

dZij = Zi-Zj em].

It is obvious that, if all magnetic moments are equal, i.e. Imil= Imjl= m ,

the absolute values of the interaction forces of two particles on

each other are the same, so IHijl=IH~il.
For more than two particles we must add for every particle the

interaotion forces oaused by all the other particles (we assume here

that the superposition theorem can be applied).

)+ the exact definition will be given later.
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So: Nt

H~= ~=~ij
jfi

N 222Iml t 2dzirdXirdyij
= 47rIsign(mj)x 2 2 2 572 (2.2)

J=1 (dxij+dy· .+dzij )
j~i ~J

where H~ the total component of the interaction force
J.

in the z-direotion, experienoed by the particle i.

Nt = total number of the particles in the assembly.

i I Iml
where Hij =4U x

Or:
iH.:
].

N
t it2. sign(m

j
)xHi .

. 1 JJ=
j~i

Together with the externally applied field Ha (in the z-direction),

the total field, experienced by the particles is known:

twhere Hi = the total field, experienced by the partiole i.

Ha = the externally applied field.

In two cS.ses the magnetization direction of a pe.rtiole can change:

a. particle i is positively magnetized, so sign(mi )=+1.
t i aIf II.= Hi+H < -H . (H . '" coercive force of the particle i),]. cp,]. cp,].

then the magnetic moment of the partiole i will switch:

sign(mi ):=-1 (Fig. 2.4a).

b. particle i is negatively magnetized, so sign(mi )=-1.

If II~= Hi
i +II8. > H ., then the magnetio moment of the partiole i]. cp,].

will switch: sign(mi ):=+1 (Fig. 2.4b).

sign( m. )=-1. ].]. 8.
H.+H >H .]. cp,].

Recapitulating, the switching oonditione

s~gn(mi)=+1 f
]. a

H.+H <-H i]. cp,

1

are:

condition (2.6)

condition (2.7)
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studying the switohing process of an assembly of particles" we

must start with a well defined initial state for the magnetic

moments. We have chosen the saturation state as initial state,

for it is thb bnly state which is a priori known as stable, On

the condition that the externally applied field is large enough,

l!:;0 the.t no partioles sa.tisf'y the conditions (2.6) or (2.7).
If we decrease the applied field then, at a certain value, one or

more magnetic moments will become instable and switch to the reverse

direotion. Now all interaction forces must be recalculated. Then

it is possible that more moments become instable (at the same

applied field strength). These moments will also reverse. This

prooess of recalculation of interaction forces and switching of

ma.gnetic moments continues until the state reached is stable, that

is, no particles satisfy (2.6) or (2.7). Now the decrease of the

applied field can proceed. The flow diagram of the computerprogram,

used to calculate the major loop, is given in Fig. 2.5.

2.2. The Preisach diagram.

A concept that is frequently used in the literature is the

Preisach diagram Q8]. This concept has been explained in detail

elsewhere [19J, [20J, [21J, so we only give a brief outline.

The diagram is merely the distribution of the coercive foroes of

the particles a.nd the interaction forces experienced by the particles.
iFor all values of Hand H we add the magnetic moments of allcp

partioles with a coercive foroe H and an experienced interaction. cp
force H1

(~-H ).m

() (H ,H)= P(H ,_Hi )=.L mi) cp m ) cp i

where the summation is carried out for all

particles i with a coeroive force Hand
cp i

that experience an interaction force H •

(2.8)

The function obtained in this way is plotted in a three-dimensional

graph, Fig. 2.6. Then the infinitesimal contribution Q(H ,H)dH dH) cp m cp m
of the diagram actually represents the total magnetic moment of

the partioles oorresponding the relevant values of the coercive force

H and minus the interaction force H • Since two-dimensional plotscp m
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are easier to handle, one usually omits the f-axis and on]y oonsiders

contours of equal values of the density in the (H ,H )-plane, Fig. 2.7.op m
For the special oase that the ooercive foroes of all the partioles

are equal, we plot the total magnetio moment of the partioles ~(nm)

only as a furtction of the interaotion foroe in a two-dimensional

plot. We will oall that plot the Preisaohfunotion, Fig. 2.8.

Common use of the Preisach diagram.

If the Preisach diagram is known, then the maorosoopic properties

of the assembly of partioles oan be caloulated in a relatively easy

way. For instanoe the hysteresisloop oan be oaloulated as follows, Fig. 2.9.

Ve start in the positive saturation state (sign~mi)=+1 for all

particles i), Fig. 2.9a. We draw the line H .._H1. ... Ha+H • All points
m i c

of the Preisaoh diagram lay beneath this line (H +Ha >-H i for all i).
oP'I

If the externally applied field deoreaBes, then the line -H .. Ha+n
o

shifts downwards. At the field strength, where the line shifts

over the first point of the diagram, the oorresponding magnetio
t i a

moment will switoh (sign(mi ), ..-1) for then the equation Hi" Hi+H =-Hcp,i

holds for that partiole i, Fig. 2.9b. Further deoreasing of the

field strength causes switohing of all the particles represented in

the diagram by points above the line H = _Hi.. Ha+H , Fig. 2.90.m 0

If the applied fieldstrength now is increased then we must consider

the line H = _Hi... Ha_H • All partioles represented beneath this
m 0

line will switoh to the positive magnetization direction (H~... Hii+Ha>H i)'
1. cP,

Fig. 2.9d.

At any moment we can write for the magnetization of the assemblYI

N

M = 1/V ~Sign(mi)xlmil (2.9)
s i=1

where V = the volume of the sample (volume in whioh thes
partioles are positioned).

stability of the distribution funotion.

In the preoeding section we have assumed that. the distribution

function is known and is the same for all levels of magnetization.

However, if a magnetic moment reverses, then the interaotion forces
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experienoed by all the other partioles will ohange, so ala(' the

Preisach diagram will ohange. This phenomsncm has been clearly

demonstrated ~ith the simple example of only two partioles by Thurlings [21J,

see also appendix 1. Experimental evidenoe for a magnetization

dependence of the Preisach diagram has been given by Noble [22].

He shows in a very simple way that the Preisach diagram obtained

for rFe203 does depend on the experimental procedure employed.

Fig. 2.10 shows two diagrams measured with the DC-method, one

starting from positive saturation, the other from negative saturation ~2J.

If they were stable, the two diagrams would be identical.

Yet some Buthors (Bate [23], Woodward and Della. Torre [24]) believe

the.t the Preisech diagra.m is stable in a statistical sense within

certain limits of the applied field, i.e. although the particles

change place in the diagram, the average shape and position of

the distribution funotion doesn't ohange (because the particles

interchanging pla.ce in the die.gram). A brief outline of the work

of Ba.te may be found in appendix 2.

Authors that have used the Preisach diagram for calculating

the effect of different magnetization processes in magnetic recording

are for instance Sohwantke [25J, Gillmann [26J, Daniel and Levine [27J

and Straubel [28J. They all implicitly assume a stable distribution

function.

2.3. Calcula.tions.

In this section we will discuss some results, obtained in

earlier work D5J, as well as results obtained in a later stage.

All caloulations were oarried out for assemblies of identical

ellipsoidally shaped partioles with "easy" axes all parallel to

the externally applied field, which was assumed to be uniform all

over the sample. So H i~ Hand Imi ' = m for all partioles i.cp, op

2.3.1. Distribution of the particles over the space.

As mentioned before, Moskowitz [10J and Ramachandran [11J carried

out calculations based on the assumptions of the Neel-model, where

the particles are positioned over the space in a regular way, Fig. 1.6.
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We have carried out similar calculatior~ for a more realisttc distribution

of the particles over the space, namely a random one. This random

positioning is defined as follows. We define an area in the space

in which the particles can be situated (sample space). For instance

this area can be a rectangular one with sizes s ,s and s , Fig. 2.11.x y z
With the aid of the random prooedure of the computer we can assign

x-, y- and z-coordinates to the particles in an arbitrary way, that

is, the probability of a set of coordinates (x., y., z.) being
111

assigned to a particle is equal for all possible values of xi' Yi

and z. within the defined sample space. However we take into aocount
1

that the partioles have finit dimensions, that is, the particles cannot

overlap eaoh other (so the positioning is not purely random). For

the shape of the particles we have chosen an ellipsoid of revolution,

Fig. 2.12.

Theoretically an infinite number of different distributions is

possible, eaoh of them resulting in other magnetic properties of

the whole assembly. However, our caloulations show that the spread

in the magnetio properties is not very large. Yet, some results have

been obtained by oaloulating them for a number of different distributions

and then taking the mean values.

Employing the method described above for distributing the

particles (further ref:red to as random distribution method, r.d.m.),

the resulting distribution need not be homogeneous )+. For instance

there is a small probability that the partioles all are situated on

one single side of the sample, Fig. 2.13. To prevent this possibility

we can distribute the partioles in a way that is slightly different.

Therefor the sample is divided into a number of rectangular cells,

all with sizes b , band b , Fig. 2.14, in which one partiole willx y z
be distributed in a random way as described above. This method will

be further refe~ed to as the homogeneous distribution method (h.d.m.).

Here we must also take into aocount that the particles in the

different cells cannot overlap each other. Now the number of possible

distributions for a particular combination (b ,b ,b ) is muohx y z
smaller than with the r.d.m•• As a result of this the number of

calculations for obtaining the mean values of the magnetic properties

)+ here we mean with homogeneous, that the particles are well dispersed

over the sample.
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decreases. However we must remark hera that these mean values

depend on the parameters b , band b (see appendix 3). Thex y z
homogeneous distribution method has been applied in section 2.3.3,
where the progress of the Preieaoh function has been studied.

2.3.2. Influence of the particle- and sample-parameters on the

hysteresisloop.

The parameters that determine the magnetic properties of an

assembly of ellipsoidally shaped particles are:

H ~ the ooercive force of the partioles [Aim].cp
MO = the spontaneous magnetization of the particles [Aim].
a Ib = axial ratio of the particles.

p p
p = the volume packing fraotion of the assembly

v
= the volume of the magnetic material in the assembly divided

by the total volume of the sample.

the shape of the sample.

if applying the homogeneous distribution method: b , band b •x y z

The magnetic moment of a partiole is given by:

[A.m
2

]

the volume of the partioles [m3].

(2.10)

As we will see later, the ooercive force of the particles (H ) iscp
actually coupled with their spontaneouB magnetization MO and their

axial ratio a Ib by the relation [4J:p p

H = (Nb-N )xMO [Aim] (2.11)cp a

where N = the demagnetization faotor of the ellipsoidallya
shaped particles in the direotion of the "easy"

axis (a ).
p

Nb = the demagnetization faotor of the partioles

in the direotion perpendioula.r to the

direction of the "easy" axis (b ).
p

The demagnetization factors Na. and Nb both are determined by the

axial ratio a Ib •p p
However here we will assume that the ooercive foroe is an independent

variable.
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A calculated example of the negative flank of a hystaresisloop

is plotted in Fig. 2.15. This negative flank will further be represented

in the text by the function M'(Ha ) or the inverse function Ha(M'),

where Ha is the externally applied field and M' is the magnetization

of the sample relative with respect to the saturation magnetization M
s

(M'= M/M ).s
We will successively examine the influence of the coercive force H ,cp
the spontaneous magnetization MOand the packing fraction Pv' and

the sample shape on the function M'(Ha ).

Influence of the coercive force H •cp
astrength H ::I

afor H. :
1,SW

Suppose a particle i reverses at a field

acoording to condition (2.6) we can write

Ha
::I -H -H~i,sw cp 1,SW

where H~ ::I the interaction force experienced
1,SW

by particle i at the moment of

switching.

A relation like (2.12) holds for every particle. If H is increasedcp
of the particleswith a term ~H ,then the sequence of switchingcp

doesn't change, but all switching fields Ha
i will decrease with,sw

a. term l\H • So a.ll particles will switch at a field strength whichcp
is l\H lower than before (see Fig. 2.16). The shape of the hysteresiscp
loop stays the same, only its width changes.

Actually it is not allowed to change only the coercive force of

the particles, for this variable is in fact dependent on the

spontaneous magnetization and the shape of the particles, Eq.(2.11).

Influence of the spontaneous magnetization M and the packing fraction p •o -v

The influence of these parameters assert itself in the interaction

forces. As can be seen from Eq.(2.1) and Eq.(2.10) together with

J
dx .~p-1/3

iJ :!1/3
dy ............ p

1J -!1/3
dz i · """'-'p

J v

these interaction forces H~ are directly proportional to the packing
1

fraction pv and the spontaneous magnetization MO of the particles.
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Here we assume that -the struoture of the distribution of the partioles

doesn't ohange if the paoking fraotion p deoreases, but that onlyv
the distanoes between the partioles inorease aooording to relation (2.13),

Fig. 2.17.

experienoed by a partiole i at

direotly proportional to the

Consequently

the moment of

the interaotion foroe

switohing, H~ , is
1,SW

produot PvMO. If that produot is multiplied with a faotor f
a

(p Mal=fxp M6) then all switohing fields H. will ohange with a
v v i 1,SW

term (f-1)xHi • The sequenoe of switohing again doesn't ohange.,sw
The effect of this on the hysteresisloop is sketohed in Fig. 2.18.

Now we oan write for the hysteresisloop Ha(M')1

Ha(M') ::2 -H +P MO·x h(M') (2.14)op v

where heM') ::2 a fUnotion, only dependent on the

struoture of the distribution of

the partioles (this struoture is

determined by the shape of the

partioles and the sample).

If we use relation (2.11) then we oan write for (2.14)1

Ha(M') = -(Nb-Na)MO+PvM6x h(M')

For the ooeroive foroe of the sample (H ) and the remanenoeos
ma.gnetization relative with respeot to the saturation magnetization

respeot to the

(M'=r
MjM

s
) we obtain from (2.14)1

H H -p MaX h(O)os op v

h(M') ::2 H /p MOr op v

where H the ooeroiveos
M' the remanenoe

r

foroe of the sample [A/m].

magnetization relative with

saturation magnetization

of the sample.

For a.ll oases oaloulated, the funotion h(M') appeared to be negative

for M'=O. From (2.16) we oan see that the ooeroive foroe H thenos
inoreases linearly with the paoking fraotion p • This observation

v
is in oontradiotion with the relation olaimed by Neel [29JI

H ::2 oonstant x (1-p )os v (2.18)
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The latter is supported by certain experiments done by Morrish and

Watt [30J and Corradi and Wohlfarth [31J. The deviation we observe

here probably is a result of the assumption that the magnetic moment

of a particle isn't effected by interactionforoes perpendicular

to its "easy" axis. We will see later that this assumption is not

justified. As a matter of fact the coercive foroe H of a particleop
changes by the influenoe of the interaction force perpendicular to

its "easy" axis.

Another quantity that desoribes the hysteresisloop is the M'H-product.

We define that product as the area of the hysteresisloop in the quadrant

Ha<O and M'>O, Fig. 2.19.

For the M'll-produot we can writes
MI

MIH-product = ~t-Hop+PvMOX h(MI)}dM I (2.19)

The influence of the sample shape.

The calculations disoussed in this section are carried out for

random distributions of the partioles oyer a sample volume whioh is

an ellipsoid of revolution with major axis parallel to the z-direotion,

Fig. 2.20.

If the medium would be a homogeneous one, a demagnetization field

could be defined by [32]:

lid = - ~.M(Nb 0 0)
where D = 0 Nb 0

o 0 N
a

, the ellipsoid dema,gnetizs.tion

tensor.

(2.21 )

M = the ma.gnetization vector.

If the externally applied field is uniform, then this demagnetization

field will also be uniform. The values of the demagnetization factors

Na and Nb depend only on the axial ratio as/bs of the sample (if the

sample is situated in free spaoe) and have been calculated and

tabulated by Osborn [33J and Stoner [34J.
Now consider the case that the externally applied field is in the

z-direction. Then we Can write for Eq. (2.20)a
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If a /b +00 then N a:pproaches zero, so the demagnetiza.tion field
s sat

Hd will be zero. The internal field H" '" Hat-Hd then equals the

externally applied field HB.. For values of N f 0, the hysteresis
a

loop M(Ha ) will be "sheared" with the function [32J:

SOl

-Hd(M) '" Na·M

Ha(M) IN '" Ha(M) 10+ Na·M
a

This has been illustrated in Fig. 2.21.

So fer we have been oonoerned with a homogeneous medium.

If we are dealing with a medium oonsisting of particles, then the

relption (2.22) no lon~er holds due to the disorete structure of

the medium. Yet, in order to obtain a quantity that is comparable

with a demagnetizing field in a homogeneous medium, we can establish

the interaction field experienoed by an,y particle due to all the

other particles (Hi in relation (2.2)). This interaction field is

different for each particle in the sample, though it may be written

as:

interaction field

(2.26)
iand ~H. '" the spatial disturbance.
1

Now it appears from numerical simulations with the Neal-model that

the average interaction field <H\le (index e from ~xperimental value

obtained from simulations with the Neal-model) may be regarded as

the sum of two functions [15J (see appendix 4)s

<Hi} le= Pe(M) +Qe(M) (2.27)

where the function P (M) is a linear function of the magnetization MI
e

P (M) == -N .M (2.28)e e

The factor Ne , defined by Eq.(2.28), depends only on the sample shape

and on the particle shape. This factor as a function of the axial

ratio a /b of the sample has been depicted in Fig. 2.22. The valuess s
are determined by repeating the numerical simulation several times,

each time with new rendom positions of the particles in the sample,

and then avera.ging the results to obtain the statistical averages:
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N

Ne" 1INs t.~elj

where N iEl the st~.t1stical Flvera.ge and N I. is the value obtained
e e J

for the jtth set, and N is the total number of calculated sets.
s

The function Q (M) is a non-linear function of the magnetization,
e

Fig. Ay, and is independent of the sample shape •. If M=M (M'=M/M =1),
s s

then the function Q equals zero, so
e

<Hi>1 = P (M )+Q (M ) = -N .M (2.30)sees es es

We will comps.re now this average interaction field at §aturation

«H~>le)' obtained by numerical experiments with the Neel-model,

with the interaction field at saturation obtained by analytical

calculations «H;>!a) according to Zijlstra [35J.
Zijlstra considers a medium with particles whioh have arbitrary shapes

and he assumes that one average particle may be considered as a sphere

and the rest of the partioles as a continuum with a spherical cavity

in which the particle under consideration is located concentrically.

In this way the magnetic interaction between the particles is averaged,

which is permitted approximately if the sample is near to saturation.

Zijlstra considered one spherioal particle of radius r
1

and a

spontaneous magnetization MO' located in a spherical cavity of

radius r 2= r1.p~1/3 (pv= the volume packing fraction of the particles

in the sample), in a medium of uniform magnetization pv.MO' Fig. 2.23.

The demagnetization factor of a sphere equpls 1/3, so the charge

distribution on the surface of the cavity leads to a Lorentz

field HL of

The field due to the particle itself is its demagnetization fieldl

If the maoroscopic shape of the sample is spherioal, then the

demagnetization field due to the charge distribution on the surface

of the sample iSI

H = -1/3.Pv.MOd,s

Now the total interaction field acting on the partiole is given by

HL+Hd +Hd = -1/3.Mo,p ,s
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The particle we are dealinp; with is an. average particle, sc the

interaction field obtained is a mean interaotion field:

< H; >la= -1/3.MO

(index a of ~nalytical obtained value)

In our simulations with the Neel-model, the field due to the particle

itself (Hd ) he-s been taken into a.ccount by its ooercive force H •
,p op

If we don't restrict ourselves to spherioal partioles and a spherioal

sample, but assume the particles and the sample to be ellipsoidal

with demagnetization factors in the z-direction of respectively Na,p
and N ,Fig.• 2.24, then we can write Ia,s .

<Hi>1 = HL+Hd = P .M (N -N )sa,s . v 0 a,p a,s

The average cavity in whioh an average particle is located is

assumed to have the same shape as the partiole itself, i.e. an

ellipsoidal one with the same axial ratio a /b •p p
The demagnetization faotor N for a homogeneous ellipsoidal body

a
as a function of the axial ratio alb can be found in [33J or [34J and

has been depicted in Fig. 2.25. In our calcula.tions the axial ratio

of the partioles a Ib =6, so N .0.045.
p' p a,p

ThuB according to Eq.(2.36)s

<Hi>' = P .MO(0.045-N )s a v a,s

= M (0.045-N )s a,s

where M = the saturation magnetization of
s

the sample.

In order to oompare the factor (N -0.045) in Eq.(2.37) with thea,s
factor Ne in Eq.(2.30), obtained by numerioal simulations with the

Neel-model, both quantities have been plotted as a function of

the axial ratio of the sample (as/be) in Fig. 2.26. The values

of N in this figure are the same as those in Fig. 2.22. As wee .
can see, both functions are almost similar.

More oomparisons of values of Ne , obtained by numerical simulations

with the Neel-model, with the corresponding analytioal values

N -N will be dealt with later.a,s 8.,p
Zijlstra already pointed out that his caloulations can only

be applied if the sample is in the saturation state, because then
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the magnetization in the bo~y oan be considered to be more or less

homogeneous, and then the definition of "an average particle" is

meaningful. If the sample is not in the saturation state, then we

could assume that the ~roduct pv.MO=Ms in Eq.(2.36) must be

replaced by M= magnetization of the sample • Moreover, a disturbing

term will appear that gives the influence of the inhomogeneity of

the magnetization in the samplef

<Hi>1 = P (M)+Q (M)a a a

where P (M)= M.(N -N )a a,p a,s

Q (M)". the disturbing function
a

We have seen in Fig. 2.26, that the slope (N! -N ) of thea,p a,s
function P (M) is nearly similar with the slope -N of the functiona . e
P (M) in relation (2.27), so the function P (M), determined in an

e a
analytical way, is nearl,y similar with the funotion P (M), determined

e
by numerical simulations with the Neal-model.

The disturbing function Q (M) in Eq.(2.38) is a function of the
a

magnetization M, but it will also depend on the magnetio history

of the sample. In our case (study of only the major loop), the

funotion obviously equals Qe(M) as defined in relation (2.27).

Because the influence of the sample shape asserts itself only

in the linear function P(M), we oould assume that this sample shape

can be correoted for by "shearing" the hysteresisloop with that

function P(M) in the same manner as in the case that the medium is

homogeneous (Eq.(2.24».

To test this statement, we have "sheared" the hysteresisloop for

a sample with axial ratio a /b -6 (p =20%) with the function
S 1!I v

~ Pe(M) :: Pe(M)la /b =6-Pe(M) la /b =1
s s s s

and compared the obtained loop with the hysteresisloop for a sample

with axial ratio a /b =1 (p =20%). The results are given in Fig. 2.27.
s s v

As we can see, the "sheared" loop is almost identical to the real

loop for a /b =1.
s s

So from experiments with the Neel-model it appears that also in
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the case of a.n inhomogeneous medium the sample shape can be corrected

for with a linear function that can be predicted with an analytical

consideration.

Kahan \)6J, Forrer and Martak [37J, Kranz [38J and Kneller [39J
8.1ready mentioned that there exists an extra demagnetization field

due to the internal structure of the sample in addition to the demagnetization

field as a result of the sample shape. They assume that this

extra field is also directly proportional to the magnetization of

the sa.mple. Then the total demagnetization field for an ellipsoidal

sample is given bYI

Hd '" -Ntot·M

-(N +Ni).Mg

where Hd a demagnetization field.

N "" the geometrical demagnetizationg .

factor (due to the sample shape).

Ni = the internal demagnetization

factor (as a result of the internal

structure of the sample)

We have seen that the mean interaction field <Hi>/e' obtained by

simulations with the Neel-model is far from directly proportional

to the magnetization M. In fact, Kahan, Forrer and Martak, Kranz and

Kneller are dealing with particles that are not single-domain,

while "our" particles are assumed to be single-domain.

2.3.3. Typical behaviour of the Preisach function.

During the calcula.tion of the hysteresisloop for an assembly

of particles it is possible to study the ohange of the Preisach

function (i.e. the distribution function for the case that all

particles are identioal so H i a H for all particles i), causedop, cp
by the instability of the distribution funotion. For that purpose

ithe H -axis is divided into intervals of equal length and for eaoh

interval the number of partioles is determined that experience an

interaction foroe corresponding with the interval under oonsideration.
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To dea.l with meaningful I diagrams we have to determine the statistical

averages of it. Therefor the calculations are ~arried out several

times, each time with new random positions of the particles in

the sample, and the diagrams are averaged, that is:

N

~M(Hi) :: 1/Ns f.;M(Hi)lj

where 9M(Hi ) :: averaged distribution function of

the interaction forces at the

magnetization level M.

~M(Hi) Ij :: obtained distribution funotion of

the interaotion forces at the

magnetization level M for the j'th set.

N :: the total number of oalculated sets.
s

The resulting averaged distribution functions at the magnetization

levels M/Ms = (-1,(0.25),1} for an assembly of about 500 particles

(axial ratio a /b =6), distributed with the homogeneous distributionp p
method (b =b =b ) over a spherioal sample (p =20%), are depictedx y z v
in Fig. 2.28. In this figure the magnetization direotions of the

particles are also indicated by + or -signs on the corresponding

positions in the diagrams. As we can see, at eaoh magnetization

level, all particles represented in the interval _cc<Hi<_Ha_H
op

negatively magnetized and all the other partioles are positively

magnetized. Although it is theoretically possible that there are

negatively magnetized partioles with an experienoed interaction
i aforce H > -H -H , this feature is not observed in our calculationscp

(if we are traversing the major loop). We see also that the Preisach
ifunction is not stable. Its place (i. e. <H > ) as well as its shape

changes in a very signifioant way. At a magnetization level M= 0.25.M
s

a dip appears in the function. The place of this dip shifts along
i i athe H -axis and always coincides with the place H = -H -H •. cp

It seems that we oan consider the Preisach funotion to be built

up by two distribution functions, one for the positively magnetized

particles and one fmr the negatively magnetized particles. Therefore,

it seems to be very unlikely that for Nt-~ the distribution function
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will be Gaussian for all magnetization levels as believed by several

authors (for instance Della Torre [40] and Spindler [41J).

Della Torre [40J derived an analytical expression for the

distribution function of the interaction forces. He assumes that
iall partial interaction forces Hij , experienced by a particle i

are independent of each other and the sample is infinitely large.

Besides he assumes that the magnetization direction of a particle

is independent of the magnetization directions of all the other particles.

For a homogeneous distribution of identical perfectly aligned ellipsoidal

particles he derives that the distribution function of the interaction

forces (components in the direotion of the "easy" axes) is Gaussian

with mean value and variances

]

1/2
dv.

J
(2.44 )

a.nd

where N = the demagnetization faotor of thea,p
partioles in the direction of the

"easy" axes.

M = the magnetization level.

M .. the saturation magnetization.s
p .. the volume packing frs.otion.v
V .. the volume of the partioles.

p
V1

;: the volume of the sample outside the

However Della Torre's integration must be erroneous in Eq.(2.44),

because the minimum distanoe between two particles isn"t b/2 but b

(Fig. 2.29b). So we must replace V1 by the volume V2 where

V2= V_-V
p
-V

3
= V1-V

3
(Fig. 2.290).

As a matter of fact Eq.(2.43) is similar to Eq.(2.39) as found earlier,
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however in EQ.(2.39) an extra term appears due to the finita sample

dimensions. As we have seen in seotion 2.}$2, page 17 and 18,

EQ.(2.39) only equals the mean interaotion foroe if the sample is

in the saturation state.

According to Eq.(2.44) erRi is independent of the magnetization state.

However, Fig. 2.28 shows that the shape of the distribution funotion

(i.e. UHi) ohanges if we are traversing the major loop. In Fig. 2.30

is shown how the varianoe of the interaotion foroes, obtained by

numerica.l simula.tions with the Neel-model (Cf Hi Ie)' varies as a
---

function of the magnetization level. The exact definition of dHile

will be given later (see EQ.(2.47), (2.49) and (2.56». Apperently

the assumption that the magnetization direotions are independent

of each other is not justified.

In order to investigate the validity of the relations (2.39)

and (2.44) in the saturation state, we have carried out some

numerical simulations with the Neel-model. Table 2.1 gives the

values of <H;> and dHi (index s of saturation) for several axial

ratios of the particle~ (a /b ) and of the sample (a. /b ) and
p p s a

several paoking densities (p ). The interaotion forces have been
v

divided by the saturation magnetization, so

i<h ')
s

and

The values in the oolumns IV and V ( <:h;> la' dhil ) are obtained

with the relations (2.39) and (2.44) respeotivel~ a(for that purpose

EQ.(2.44) has been worked out in appendix 5). The values <hi~, ands e
~hil in the oolumns VI and VII have been obtained by numerical

simfil~tions with the Neel-model. The partioles were distributed with

the random distribution method and then the interaotion forces H~j
i I J. ,s

were determined. The mean interaction force <II > and the variances e
0' Hi I were then obtained wi th
seN

<Hi)I :: 1/Nt ~H~ .-
s e i=1J.,s
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N

and fef Hi 1}2 .. 1/Nt~(Hi s)2 - «H;> le)2 (2.49)t s e J.=1 '

where Nt .. the total number of partioles.

H .. the total interaotion foroe, experienoedi,s
by partiole i in the saturation state.

i
Hij,s .. the partial interaotion foroe, experienoed

by partiole i, due to partiole j in the

saturation state.

For deriving Eq.(2.44) Della Torre assumes the partial interaotion

foroes H~. to be independent of eaoh other, i.e.
J.J

• 0 i i
E(H~j.H~) .. E(Hij).E(Hik ) j;tk (2.50)

Then we oan write for the varianoe

{a'Hi lap12
.. (N t -1 ).{o'Hi 12

ij

.. (Nt-1).[E{(H~j)2} - {E(H~j)}~

(index ap of approximate)

(2.51 )

where ~Hi .. the variance of the partial interaction foroes.
ij

iE(Hij ) .. the expeotation of the partial

interaotion forces.

E {(Hi)2} .. the expeotation of the square of

the partial interaction forces.

The values E(H~ 0) and E{(Hi
ij )2} can be calculated during our

J. .J
numerioal simulations:

N N

E(H~j) I. · Nt. (N
t
-1 )"~)j:~~j

j;ti

N N

Ef(HJ.J.:Jo) 21/
e

.. 1 .~ ~(H~o)2l' J Nt .(Nt -1)'r:-1'J;;1J.J

j;ti
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In the satura.tion state Eq.(2.51) beoomes with Eq.(2.48):

{-H~·laeP}2 = ~ i3N i 2 1 ~~ ~N . 12

v 1IN 2._ (H ) - 2 L H1.
t i';-1 J=1 i!j,s (Nt -1 ).Nt i=1 J=1 ij ,8

~i ~i

N N
t~i 2 1 il2

et 1/Nt ~ 2J H. j ) - N -1 • «H > )
jr;1 j=1 1. ,8 t s e

J,Ji

The values of dHilap obtained with the numerioal simulations are

given in column s e VII] of Table 2.1. If the partial interaction

forces Hi j s are really independent of eaoh other then d Hil ap
, , s 8

would equal d Hi •

All values in s e Table 2.1 obtained with the numerioal simulations

were obtained by caloulating the quantities several times, eaoh

time with new random positions of the particles in the sample and

then averaging them to obtain the stati8tioa~ averages.
N

So <Hi>l = 1/N ~<Hi>1 j
s e s~ s e,

N

(f HiI = 1/Ns ~l1Hi I .
s e ~ s e, J

N

O'Hifap:lll 1/Ns ~cfHilap
s 9 ~ S e,j

where N = the total number of oalculated sets and
s

and 0Hilap are values obtained for the j'th set.
s e, j

<Hi;> I j' t1H~ rs e, . js e,

As we oan see from Table 2.1 the varianoe of the interaction

,f'orces (t::1 hi r in column VII) doesn't depend on the sample shape

so the rest~i8tion in Eq.(2.44) to infinite samples is not necessarily

a restriction.

The values o:r. (J hilap in column VIII, obtained with the numerical

simulations almos~ eare simila.r to the corresponding analytioally

obtained values of d hil in column V. This is not very surprising,
s a



obtained with obtained from numerical
Della Torre's simulations with the

formulae N~el model

Eq. Eq. Eq. Eq. Eq.
(2.39) (2.44) (2.55) (2.56) (2.57)

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII

Pv a /b a /b <hi>1 O"hil <hi>I O'hil dhi1ap Nt a /a b /b NP P s s s a s e p s p s ss a s e s e
0.2 1 0.5 -0.194 0.236 -0.161 0.161 0.228 500 0.12 0.058 10
0.2 1 1 0 0.236 0.001 0.157 0.231 500 0.07 0.07 10
0.2 1 2 0.16 0.236 0.139 0.159 0.233 500 0.046 0.09 10
0.2 1 3 0.225 0.236 0.195 0.162 0.233 500 0.04 0.11 20
0.2 1 4 0.26 0.236 0.224 0.164 0.232 500 0.03 0.12 10
0.2 1 6 0.29 0.236 0.244 0.159 0.228 500 0.02 0.12 10
0.1 1 1 0 0.333 0.003 0.270 0.325 500 0.06 0.06 10
0.3 1 1 0 0.192 0.0003 0.109 0.195 500 0.08 0.08 9
0.4 1 1 0 0.167 0.005 0.0799 0.176 500 0.09 0.09 1
0.2 6 0.5 -0.484 0.376 -0.41 0.361 0.378 500 0.39 0.03 10
0.2 6 1 -0.29 0.376 -0.256 0.377 0.387 500 0.24 0.04 49
0.2 6 2 -0.13 0.376 -0.117 0.373 0.380 500 0.15 0.05 10
0.2 6 3 -0.065 0.376 -0.068 0.375 0.385 500 0.12 0.06 10
0.2 6 4 -0.032 0.376 -0.041 0.379 0.386 500 0.097 0.06 10
0.2 6 6 0 0.376 -0.01 0.368 0.382 500 0.07 0.07 10
0.1 6 1 -0.29 0.531 -0.273 0.530 0.547 500 0.19 0.032 10
0.3 6 1 -0.29 0.307 -0.247 0.311 0.323 500 0.28 0.047 8

iTable 2.1. The mean interactio force <h > and the variance
s

O'hi calculated with Della Torre's formulae and

obt~ined from numerical simulations with the N~el model.

I
l\)
VI
I
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for both values a.re determined with the assumption that all partial

interaction forces are independent of each other (see Eq.(2.50)).
For acicular particles (a /b ~6), the actual values of the varianoesp p
( d hiI ) don't differ significantly from the analytioal obtained

valu~se (dhi/ ). However for spherical pa.rtioles (a /b ~1) the
saPP

values are ra,tner different, so the assumption that all partial

interaction forces are independent of each other is not always

justified. As a matter of fact the dependenoe is caused by the

restriction that the particles oannot overlap eaoh other.

To study the dependenoe of the aotual varianoe d hiI on the packing
s efraction Pv for spherioal partioles, the values of column VII, Table 2.1

a,re plotted as a funotion of p in Fig. 2.31, ourve (a). It appears
v

that the variance is not, as predicted by the analytioal formula (Eq.(2.44)),
inversely proportional to the square root from the paoking fraction

but to the packing fraction itself.

I -1 if a/bp=1 (spherioal particles) (2.58)So dhi ~ Pv
8 e

d hi' ~ p;i if a, /b =6 (acioular particles) (2.59)
s e

p p

The values of <hi) I (oolumn VI) and of <hi>1 (column IV) have
s e l!',a

been plotted as a function of the axial ratio a /b in Fig. 2.32 (a /b =6)ssp p
and Fig. 2.33 (a /b =1). As a matter of faot the curves in Fig. 2.32

P p i rhave already been given in Fig. 2.26 (N ~-<h.> ).
e S' e

The agreement between the curves obtained with the numerical

simula,tions and the curves obtained with Eq.(2.39) is signifioant.

For very little and very la.rge axial ratios of the sample, the curves

deviate. This is probably caused by the fact that in those oases the

sizes of the sample have the same order of magnitude as the sizes

of the particles (see column X and XI).

The quantity <hi >/ (~<hi>1 ) is independent of the paoking. s e 6 a
fraction p (see oolumn VI).

v
iiiSo <H > = M .<h> = p .MO.<h >-p (2.60)s 6 s V S v
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From (2.58) and (2.59) we obta.in:

so

where 1X < 1 < 1 (2.61)

Apparently it is erroneous to assume that all interaction foroes are

proportional to the packing fraction as we have done deriving Eq.(2.14).

This assumption only holds if the structure of the distribution

of the partioles over the spaoe doesn't change with changing packing

fraction of the particles, Fig.2.17.

2.3.4. Minorloops.

If we increase the applied field strength H
a

, starting from

the negative saturation state, to a value H1 < H t (H t= the appliedsa sa
field strength neoessary to reaoh the saturation state) and

successively decrease Ha to a value -H t' then the magnetizationsa
will traverse a minor loop, Fig. 2.34.

Wi th our computerprogram we have oaloula,ted several minor loops.

Their course appeared to be always nearly completely horizontal

within the major loop, Fig. 2.34. Apparently, if we are in situation (1),

the applied field strength must be decreased with a large amount

before a particle switohes from the positive magnetization direction

to the negative magnetization direction. The place in the MHa-plane,

where the first pa,rticle reverses (situation (2», nearly coincides

with the major loop. From that point the magnetization follows

more or less the majorloop, if the field strength is decreased more.

In some cases we observed that the course of a minor loop is not

completely situated within the major loop. This, never measured,

feature also oocurs in the negative interaotion model as desoribed

by Wohlfarth [16J, if the coeroive foroes and the magnetic moments

of the particles have appropriate values.

The negative interaction model oonoerns two particles with the

magnetic moments both parallel to the externally applied field,

Fig. 2.35a. This model is called "negative" interaction model,
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because all the interaotion foroes are negative when all 'tlJ.e

particles are positively magnetized and equal

m--3 = -n.m211'd

where n =

Fig. 2.35b shows how we can divide the H 1,H 2-plane into
f f op, cp,

7 regions (B, Cl' C2' Cl' C2' K1 , K2 ), ea,oh region corresponding

with another typical hysteresisloop, Fig. 2.350. As we oan see,
f ,

the casee C
1

, C2, K
1

and K2 show the feature that the minor loops

are not completely situated inside of the major loop.

The fact that the course of the minor loops within the major loop

is nearly completely horizontal can be made plausible with the aid

of the Preisach diagram. This is shown in Fig. 2.36. All points

in the diagram are situated on the line H = H ,for our oaloulationsc cp
have been carried out for identioal particles (H i= H for allcp, cp
particles i). In situation (S) all particles are negatively

magnetized. If the applied field strength is increased to a value

H
1

, then all pa:tioles with an experienced interaotion force

H1 >-H
1

+H (_H1 < H
1
-H ) will switch to the positive magnetizationcp cp

state.Now assume that in situation (1) all positively magnetized

particles are represented in the diagram beneath the line _Hi
= H1-H

c
•

Theoretically this is not always necessary, beoause the particles

me,y change place in the diagram due to the ohanging of the interaotion

forces. However, as said before in section 2.3.3, page 20, the

assumption appeared to be justified in our numerical simulations.

Now we can see from Fig. 2.36b that the decrement of the applied

field strength must be at least 2.H before a positively magnetizedcp
particle will switoh back to its negative magnetization state.

aSo the minor loop will be horizontal over the interval H1 > H > H1-2.Hcp •

2.3.5. Approximation of the different remanenoe ourves of an

assembly of identical particles.

We have seen before that the minor loops of the calculated

hysteresisloops are more or less horizontal. Now we will use this
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knowledge to obta.in the different remanence curves that c~an be

defined. The llegative flank of the major loop M(H) is assumed

to be known. Then we oan write for the positive flank:

Moreover it is assumed that all minor loops are oompletely horizontal.

d.c. demagnetization reman~~Qe ourve: In(H) (Fig. 2.37).

This ourve is obtained by first bringing the material in the

poni tive saturation state (H
a > H t) and then applying a negativesa

field -H. Now the d.c. demagnetization remanenoe ID(H) is defined

as the remanenoe magnetization if the field is reduoed to zero.

From Fig. 2.37 we can see that ID(H) can be written as

if -M < M<M
r r
,

a.o. demagnetization remanence curves In(H) (Fig. 2.38).

Here the material is also firstly saturated. Then the field is reduced

to zero. Next a slowly decreasing alternating field is applied of
I

ini tial amplitude H. From Fig. 2.38a we oan see that ID(Hl)=O if H >Hcs
(H = the ooercive force of the sample) and if the alternatingcs
field decreases very slowly. From Fig. 2.38b and c we can see that,
ID(H)= M(-H) if 0 <II <Hos. After the second peak of the alternating

field the magnetization doesn't change anymore.
,

So In(H) = M(-H) if o <H <Hcs

= 0 if H >Hcs

Or with ( 2.65 )s ,
In(H) = In(H) if O<H<H

08

0 if H >Hos

d.c. remanence curve: IR(R) (Fig. 2.39).

(2.66)

Now the material is firstly demagnetized by applying a slowly

decreasing alternating field with a large initial amplitude.
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Then a positive field H is applied. fEhe remanenoe magnetization

if this field is reduced to zero is callt!d the d.o. remanence IR(H).

From Fig. 2.39 ~e oan see that IR(H) oan be written as

o if -H < H <Hos os

M(H) if H<-H and M>-Mcs r

-M(-H) if' H>H and M<Mcs r

Or with (2.65):

IR(H) :: 0 if -H < I[ <H
08 cs

ID(-H) if H<-H and M>-Mos r

:: -ID(H) if H >H and M <Mcs r

(2.68)

anhysteretic rema.nence curvet I (H) (Fig. 2.40).ar
>

Here a d.c. field is applied with amplitude H. Superposed to that

field a slowly decreasing alternating fieId ia applied with a large

initial amplitude. The oourse of the magnetization during this process

is illustrated in Fig. 2.40a. As we oan see the magnetization

doesn't change any more after the 7' th peak of the alternating

field. If the alternating field is decreased slowly enough, then

a magnetization level will be established where A::B in Fig. 2.40b.

So the anhysteretio rema.nence ourve oan be found by determining the

mea.n values of the field strengths H+(Yl) and H-(M) for each value

of the magnetization M. The resulting anhysteretic remanence ourve

is shown in Fig. 2.40c.

As we can see, the curve I (H) is reasonable linear for smallar
values of H. Apparently the remanence curve is linearized by

superposing a slowly decreasing alternating field. This effect

is also used in magnetic recording. There also an alternating

high-frequency bias current is applied to the write head, superposed

to the signal ourrent. If the tape moves away from the write head,

then the magnetio field experienced by a small piece of the tape,

due to both signal current and bias current will decrease, Fig. 2.41.

Last desoribed magnetization process is called the modified

anhysteretic ma.gnetization process (see also [42J).
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2.4. Measurements.

In order to dompare the results obtained with the Neel model

with experiments, we have done some measurements on a sample of

a Cr02-tape. All measurements were done with the aid of a vibrating

~ample magnetometer. Such a magnetometer consists of a pair of

field coils which magnetize a sample. This sample makes an oscillatory

movement inside another coil system in which a voltage is induced

proportional to the magnetic moment of the sample [43J.

In Fig. 2.42 the measured major loop has been plotted. As we can

see, the coercive force of the sample H -:::: 3.7x104 [Aim]. Thecs
spontaneous magnetization of c1'02 is about 44x104 [AIm], so for

ellipsoidally shaped Cr02-particles with axial ratio a Ib =6 the
p p

coercive force H according to Eq. ( 2.11) is about 19x104 [A./mJ.cp
The Neel model predicts a coercive force of the sample that is of

the same order of magnitude as the coercive force of the particles.

So the expected value for the coercive foroe of the sample according

to the Neel model is a.bout five times as large as the measured

coercive force. The disorepancy can be explained as follows.

The coercive force H of a partiole was assumed to be independentcp
of the magnetization level in the Neel model. However, as we will

see later, the coercive force of a particle actually depends on

the field component perpendioula.r to its "easy" axis.

In Fig. 2.42 also some measured minor loops have been plotted.

a.ccording to Wohlfa.rth the

[44J I

In Fig. 2.43 the

I (H) have beenar
partioles oould be neglected, then

following relations oan be derived

Their course within the major loop is not horizontally as predicted

by the Neel model. Probably this is caused by rotation of the magnetic

moments. In the Neel model the aSSlumption was made that only two

states for the magnetio moment of a particle are possible.
I

measured remanence curves In(H), In(H), IR(H) and

plotted. If the interaotion foroes between the
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if H >0

if H <0

If we define the quantities:

H -----. In(H ) =0r r

then from (2.70) and (2.71) can be seen that Hr

,
=H

r
if the interaction

fo:rces can be neglected.

Corradi and Wohlfarth D1J define an interaction field factor

IFF and a coercive factor CF as follows :

IFF = {(HI -H )/H }X100 %l' r r 0

CF = GH!Hc )-1]X 100% (2.76)

Now the interaction field factor is a measure of the influence of

the interaction forces. According to Corre,di and Wohl:farth the

coercive fac·~or CF is a measure for the varie,nce of the coercive

forces of the pa.rticles. In order to investigate the influence of,
the interaction foroes the funotions In(H), IR(oo)-IR(H) and

~-{IR(oo)+In(H)1have been plotted in F'ig .. 2.44. If the interaction

forces really could be neglected, then all three functions would

be identical according to (2.70) and (2.71). Apparently this is

not the oase and the interaction field factor n'F~12%.
I

If we determine the functions IR(oo)-IR(H), In(H) and Iar(H) from

the measured function In(H) with the rela·~ions obtained in section 2.3.5

(assumed that the minor loops are horizontal), then we obtain the

dashed ourves in Fig. 2.44. Apparently the course of the measured

funotions is the same as that of the predicted curves. However there

are large quantitative disorepancies.
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3. The Stoner-Wohlfarth model.

As mentioned earlier, in the NAel model only the field

component parallel to the "easy" axes of the partioles is taken

into account. We will show in this chapter what the influence is

of the field component perpendicular to the "easy" axes of the

particles.

First one single particle will be dealt with according to Stoner

and Wohlfarth [4J. Next an assembly of two identical particles

will be considered with" easy" axes parallel to the applied field,

according to Bertram and Mallinson 03J, [14].

3.1. A single Stoner-Wohlfe.rth particle in free space C4J..

Consider a particle the shape of which is an ellipsoid of

revolution with major axis a and minor axis b , Fig. 1.30..
P P ~

Assume the particle to be single domain, 60 the magnetization M

is uniform within the particle and its absolute value

1M I ~ M

is constant and independent of the applied field strength Ha •

First we will derive a relation for the total magnetic energy of

the particle.

Due to the ellipsoidal shape of 'lihe particle and the uniform

magnetization, the demagnetization field within the particle will

be also uniform.

where Hd. = the demagnetization field.

D= the demagnetization tensor

~

M = M .e +Mb.eb +M .e
B a. 0 c

....
e

a.
unity vector in the direction of
the "easy" axis.
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unity vector in a direction perpendioular
to the "easy" axis.

unity veotor in the direotion perpendicular
to Eta and ab•

M ,M and M are the components of the
m~g.ne~izatiog in respectively the directions
e , eb and e .
a· 0

If the coordinate system is chosen appropriately then M =0 andc......
Hd ca,n be written as

....
-'"

-Nb·Mb·ebHd = -N .M .ea a a

For Ma and Mb we oan writes

Ma M.cos If

Mb = M.sin rp

-where tp .. the angle between the magnetization M
and the direotion of the "easy" axis e .a

Now the energy per unit volume assooiated with the demagnetization

field is s
M

Ed .. -,)lo!Rd·di
o

= LL [faN .M .dM
/--0 L.. a a a

o
2 2

.. i~(Na·Ma +Nb·Mb )

t/io f(Na +Nb) .M
2

- (N·b-Na ) .M
2

.cos2lpJ
The energy per unit volume associated with the applied field is

....
where ~= the angle between the magnetization M

and the applied field direotion.

Now the total energy per unit volume equalss
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= ~[trif(Na+Nb)- -iM
2

(Nb-Na).COS2\f -Ha.M.COSlY]

by the positive quantity ..A (Nb-N ) .M
2

gives the
loa

~ tt
I t:.

E
t

:::I

Nb+N
:: 1.. a _ .Joe 00s2 UJ -h.oos lTr

4 N-N 4" I r
b a

Nb+N
:: t a - t oos2(11r- e) - h.oos 1Tt

N -N ~ '!
b a

(3.11 )

Treating hand e as fixed, the stationary values of the funotion
I

E
t

are given by

IaEt
- :::I t sin2(1¥- e) + h.sin If ",,0

c}"qr
The value of the function is a minumum if

'\ 2 I
o Et
--:: cos2(1J!-B) + h.cos1y >0 (3.14)

d W2

With Eq.(3.13) and (3.14) it is easy to find the stable states

for the magnetization (i.e. lJ! or Cf ) as a function of the field

strength h. From Eq.(3.13) we obtain:

The field strength h as a funotion of the angle lJ! aooording to

Eq.(3.15) has been plotted in Fig. 3.1a for 9=10
0

• The full and

broken parts of the curves oorrespond to energy minima and maxima

respeotively:

>0 --. minimum

< 0~ maximum
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,
In Fig. 3.1b the energy Et has been plotted as a function of the

angle lfI with the field strength h as parameter (8=100
). From

Fig. 3.1a and j.1b we can see that for -Ih l<h</h I (h =0.6738)
o 0 ~

there are two possible values of lJ! where the energy Et is minimal.

If the field strength h is reduced from a positive value greater

than Ihol, then the course of the change in 1¥ will be as indicated

by the arrows in the figures 3.1a and 3.1b. The state h==-/ho " '¥=1Yo

(~o=39.28°) is instable because then the equality

:\ 2 'u Et

0".2

holds. At that field strength an irreversible magnetization jump

will occur. For one single partiole it is easy to determine the

final state after the irreversible jump, beoause there is only one

posGible final state that is stable, namely the state h;lh I ,
" 0 0'0/= Wo (Wo = 185.97 ). As we will see later this is not the case

if we are dealing with more (interaoting) particles, eo then the

irreversible process must be described by adequate equations.

The field strength h is called the oritioal field strength, theo
angle ~ and trJo= 1¥o-e are the critical angles. The hysteresis-

loop corresponding to the figures 3.1a and 3.1b is shown in Fig. 3.10.

Horizontally the field strength h has been plotted, verticallly

the component of the magnetization in the direction of the applied

field (cos 1').
The critical values h, 11r and LD can be oalculated from Eq. (3.15)o '1'0 TO

together with

Elimination of h gives!
o

or in terms of tpo.

(3.21 )
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Eq.(3.21) can be written as

It is convenient to write

tan1/ 3e = tan <Po Ll. t=

-1So 'Po = tan t

and tan Vlo "" tan( ep 0 + e ) t
=

(1_t2 )

For h we can write now
o

h
o

::

i min2( 1¥0- e)

sin 1fo

?d- sin2 <f0

sin 0/0

= -
(1_t2+t4r~

(1+t2)

The critical field strength Iho I is plotted as a function of e in

Fig. 3.2. Apparently a component of the field strength perpendicular

to the "easy" axis of the partiole causes a decrement of the oritical

field strength.

Hysteresisloops caloulated for several values of e with the equations

(3.13) and (3.14) he.ve been plotted in Fig. 1.3b. For e""oo we

obtain a rectangular hysteresisloop with critioal value Ih I=1, SO
o

the coercive force of a particle, if only the field oomponent

parallel to the "easy" axis is taken into aocount equals (with Eq.3.12)1

H :: Ihi. (Nb-N ).Mcp 0 a

:: (Nb-Na)·M
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3.2. An assembly of two stoner-Wohlfarth partioles.

If one negleots the interaotion foroes, the hysteresisloop

of an assembly of more partioles' oan be determined simply by

superposing the oontributions of all the partioles. If the uniaxial

anisotropy is randomly distributed (i. e. the angle e is randomly

distributed), we obtain for an assembly of many identioal partioles

the hysteresisloop shown in Fig. 1.5.

However if the interaotion foroes are taken into aocount, an extra

energy term will appear in Eq.(3.10) due to the interaotion.

Consider an assembly of two identical and perfeotly aligned partioles,
I

Fig.3.3. The angle e between the z-axis and the vector r;2 is
~ -oalled the bond angle. For the magnetization M1 and M2 of the

particles we can write:

where M = IM11=IM21 (identioal particles)

So the demagnetizing fields oan be written as (from Eq.3.2) •

Na·oos e1·ez }

(3.31)

N .C06 8
2
.-e )a z

(3.32)

The energy per unit volume due to the demagnetizing fields is (from

Eq. 3.8) •

Ed 1 := t~{(Na+Nb ) .M
2

- (Nb-Na)·M
2

.OOS281] (3.33),

Ed,2 = iA[(Na+Nb )·M
2

- (Nb-Na)·M
2

.OOS282] (3.34)

If we omit the oonsta.nt terms then Eq.(3.33) and (3.34) beoome
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The energy per unit volume due to the applied field Ha is t

The interaction field experienced by particle 1 due to particle 2
equals (if the far field approximation may be applied), D1J t

(~ ~)-'" I........ /2-'"3 m2 • r 1 2 r 1 2 - r 12 •m2

4rrl~15

3(M2·r; 2)r; 2 - )~ 21 2 .M2

4111r;-2 1
5

.Vp

where
.....
m

2
~ the magnetic moment of particle 2.

V = the volume of the particles.
p

For the inproduct (~2.r;2) we oan write I

o
t

sin e
I

oos e

where r = li72 I
So
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(3.41 )

Now the interaotion energy per unit volume equals I

2
-,II .M .V
./.......0 .. P

=
4rrr3 [ -sin 82000s 1f2osi n 81 000s lf1

+3(sin 82.sin ~2.sin el
+ oos 8

2
.cos Sf)

x( sin 91.sin VJ1 .sin el
+ cos 81.cos eI)

-sin B20sin 1f20sin 81 .sin 'fl - oos 82 .00s e
1

]

=

2-11 .M • V
/--0 P

4Trr3 [ -sin 61 osin 82( oos If1 oOos 1f2 + sin Cf1 • sin 1f2)

I ell
+3(sinB2.sinif2.sinB + cose 2ecos )

x(sin 91.sin l.p1.sin Sl + cos 61.cos e')

- oos el'oOS 82 ] (3.42)

The total magnetic energy per unit volume now equals I
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- t/40.M
2

(Nb-Na)(cos2 e1 + cos282 )

,A .M
2

.V (
- 0 3 p -sin B1.sin 82(cos <fJ1 .oos 'P2 + sin lfJ1 •sin 1fJ 2 )

41l'r

e S' 8 '+3(sin 2.sin <fJ2.sin + cos 2.cOS e )
x(sin 8 1.sin 1fJ1 .sin e' + cos 81 .cos e')

- 009 e1. 009 e2J (3.44)

Dividing Eq.(3.44) by the positive quantity 2K .~0.M2(Nb-Na)

gives the reduced energy I

, ,
+3(sin 82.sin Y'2.ein e + cos 8 2.cos e )

, ,
x(sin 61.sin <f1.sin e + cos e1.cOS e )

- cos e1 •cos e2]

(3.45 )

3V
where k ~ P (reduced interaction strength) (3.46)

2( Nb-N
a

) .411r3

Ha
and h A (N -:til ).M (reduced field strength) (3.47)

b a

,
The reduced energy Et will be further represented in text by the

symbol E. This total energy of the system is a function of the,
applied field strength h, the bond angle e , the oonstant k and

the directions of the magnetic moments, (e l' CfJ1) and ( e2' l(J2)·
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,
If the bond angle e ,the interaotion strength k and the e.pplied

field strength h have fixed values, the equilibrium state of the

magnetio mOmentb onn be oaloula.ted by setting the first derivatives

to zero.

E e1
E

\l E == ~1 .. 0

E e
2

E<P2

The obtained state im sta.ble if the energy is minimal, so

dE = t( d e1 ,d cp1 ,d e2,d if2 >0

for any veotor deviation (d el' d ifl' d e2' d If2)

where

and dE == the ohange in energy for an exoitation away

from the equilibrium prescribed by the vector

(d8 1,d!f1,d 8 2,d C(2 )·
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This means that the matrix of second derivatives 1

=~A ...

Ee
1

8
1
Ee1~1 Ee

1
B

2
ES

1
<P2

E<P1 e 1 E'P 1 t.p1 E(f71 02 E({J11fJ2

E e2 e 1 Ee2'P1 E e282 Ee2if2

E<P281 Etp2tf1 E VJ2 92 E'P2 1{J2

(3.51 )

must be definite positive.

The matrix A can be diagonalized by determining its eigenvalues and

its eigenvectors, which will be linear combinations of d8 1, d r1'
d 8 2 and d ~2. Then oondition (3.50) oan be written as

where A.... ilth eigenvalue of the matrix i.
1.

dVi ... the deviation from equilibrium in the direction
......

of the eigenveotor Vi

Condition (3.52) is satisfied if all eigenvalues Ai are positive.

The hysteresisloop oan now be obtained as follows. We start with

a very large field strength h. Then the assembly must be near

saturation ( B1=- e2 =- 0). If the field strength is slightly'

reduced, we must determine the new equilibrium state (Eq. 3.49).
This can be done with the aid of Newton-Raphson's method for

minimizing funotions [45J 1

81
8

1

!P1 1f1 _-1

82
1=

8 2
- A .V'E (3.53)

Cf2 «J2
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where A = the matrix of seoond derivatives of the energy.

-1
A a the inverse matrix.

VE • the gradient of the energy.

The prooess (3.53) oontinues until the oondition VE .0 is satisfied.

Now we must oheok or the state obtained in this way is stable, i.e.

or the eigenvalues of A are positive. If this indeed is the oase,

the applied field strength h oan be slightly more reduoed. At the

field strength_where one of the eigenvalues Al' A2, A
3

or A4

of the matrix A beoomes negative, an instable state is reaohed and

an irreversible transition will ooour. Beoause of the possibility

that more than one stable state exists, the irreversible transition

must be desoribed by adequate equations.

The initial irreversible ohanges d 61 , d ~1' d 82 and d ~2 of the

directions of the magnetio moments are given by the eigenvector of

the matrix A assooiated with the eigenvalue that has become negative.,

for in this way the energy will deorease along the path of the steepest

descent s

dE = t( ),1. dV; + A2.dV~ + A3.dV~ + \.dV~)

is minimal if dvi f=0 for all i where Ai> 0

~O for that i where ). i < 0

So the change in energy dE is minimal if

(3.54)

dv .v
n n

whEn'e v .. the oiftenveotor of A assooiated with the eigenvalue
II

An that has become negative.

~

dv = the stepsize in the direction of the eigenvector v •
n n
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So , 81 81

C{J1 C(J1
+ dv .v (3.56)e2

,. e2 n n

'f2 Cf2

The stepsize dv must be chosen small enough.
n

Now the further progress of the irreversible process can be described

in two different ways.

The first way is to determine the path of the steepest descent of

the energy [45]. Therefor the gradient 'V E is determined and the

angles 81, ~1' 92 and ~2 are changed with the amounts,

- s. VE

where s.. the stepsize.

- B. VE

If the stepsize is small enough, then (3.58) yields a lower energy

state after each step. This process continues until VE..O. If now

the matrix Ais definite positive, the state reached is stable and

the a.pplied field can be slightly more decreased.

The other way to describe the irreversible processes is

Bertram and Mallinson [1 3J, [14J. They used the Gilbert

describe the dynamical behaviour of a magnetic particle

followed by

equation to

[46J I

(3.59)
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-where M .. the magnetization of the particle.

t = the time.

7['= the gyroconstant

"1= damping parameter
----"-r .. the torque acting on the particle.

~

The torque T may be derived from the free energy E by the relations I

.....::.

F = - 'i7E

---'>.

where F = the generalized force acting

on the partiale.

(3.61 )

-'"" -r = the radius vector in the direction of M.

In spherical coordinates, we have from Fig. 3.4 I

So

....::.. ~

M = M.e
r

where a,nd

~

For the infinitesimal change dM we can write I

aN = M(d e .ee + sine .df .-e<p )

So (3.66)

Now we can write for (3.59) I
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E
M(de.ee + sinB.dtp.elp) ·O·dt(-Ee .erp + Si¥e.-ee )

and M.sin e.d 'f

So M.d e

-r.'l.M2
(de.etp - sine.d(,O.ee)

~ 2
= r· dt sine + r·'l(·M .Sine.dlf}

:: -o.dt.Ee - r·'l·M2.dB

Sol~ing these equations delivers I

de
IT ::

1-r(0<. E e - sin e .E lp )

M(1+oe
2

)
(3.70 )

where 01..... 1.. .M. 0'

There are two sets of equations like (3.69) and (3.70) to be solved

simultaneously, one for particle 1 (9
1

, V(1 ) and one for pa,rticle 2

(e2' lf2)· After the small initial changes of the magnetization

directions (Eq. 3.56), the behaviour of the magnetic moments can be

completely calculated with the two sets of equations like (3.69) and

(3.70). The first derivatives E e ' E (f) , E e and E (f) are
1 T1 2 T2

determined and the angles el' If l' 62 and 'f
2

are succesively

changed with the amounts I

--"'".. - s.g
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1
g1 .. ol E e -~ .E to

1 sin CJ 1 T 1

g2 = .1 8 (E e + '~e .E(f) )
s ln 1 1 S ln 1 T 1

1

g4 = 1 (E + i0(9 .Etp )sin 8 2 e2 s n 2 2

So 8 1 61

f{J1 tp1 ...>0.

82
s'" 92

- e.g

f2 tp2

If the stepsize s is small enough, then (3.77) yields a lower

energy sta.te after ea.ch step, for

• ( j E2
of.., E2 0<.. E2 0(..2 .E2 ) < 0= -s V'v. e + 2· In + • e + 10

1 sin e1 T1 2 sin 9
2

T2

After ea.ch step, the first derivatives must be recaloulated before

(3.77) oan be applied again. The prooess ca. be ended if VE=O.

If now the matrix A is definite positive, the state reached is

stable and the applied field strength can be slightly more decreased.

Fig. 3.5a and b give the flowdiagra.ms of the computerprograms used

to calculate the hysteresisloop of two interacting Stoner-Wohlfarth

particles. In case a the irreversible processes are calculated with

the steepest descent method, in case b with the Gilbert equation.
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3.3. Calculations.

The }1lirameters the.t oan be varied and that determine the magnetic,
properties of the e.ssembly of two particles, are the bond angle e ,
the interaotion strength k and the damping parameter cJ...(if the Gilbert

equation is used to caloulate the irreversible processes).

Firstly we will study the influenoe of the interaotion strength k.

In Fig. 3.6 the magnetization directions, i.e. (e l' If(1) and

( 8
2

, ~2) , are plotted if the field strength h is decreased from

positive saturation to negative saturation. The caloulations of

the irreversible processes are carried out with the Gilbert

equations (0<:,=2). The cases B., band c refer to three different

values of the interaction strength k ( 8'=600 for all the cases).

As we can see the three oases all exhibit a different behaviour

of the magnetization directions.

In oase a the magnetization directions of the particles rotate

ooherently to the final state.

In case b, the directions initially rotate coherently untill an

instable state is a.chieved. The field strength where this occurs is

called the nuoleation field strength (h 1). At that fixed fieldn,
strength an irreversible process will be traversed and the course

of the magnetization directions becomes different for the particles.

The final states of the magnetization directions after the irreversible

process are respectively (8 1 , C(1 )= (116
0

,90
0

) and (8
2

, tf2)= (260 ,2100
).

Now the situation is sta.ble and the rotation process continues

reversibly if the applied field strength is deoreased more. At a

certain field strength the situation beoomes instable again (a second

nucleation field strength h 2 is aohieved), and again an irreversiblen,
process will occur. The final states after this second irreversible

process are (8 1 , lf1 ) == (8
2
,VJ

2
) == (1690 ,210

0
), so both magnetization

directions are parallel again. Further decreasing of the applied

field strength leads to ooherent rotation of the magnetization

directions to the negative saturation state. The rotation prooess

in case b is called fanning. Because of the more or less anti

parallel state of t~e magnetization directions after the first
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irreversible process, the rotation process in case b will be referred

to as fanning to the anti-parallel state~

In case c only one single nucleation field strength occurs. At that
field strength both magnetization directions rotate irreversibly

to the same final state. Therefore the rotation process in case c

will be referred to as fanning to the parallel state. Apparently

there are three different modes for the rotation process of two

particles l

a/ coherent rotation.

b/ fanning to the anti-parallel state.

c/ fanning to the parallel state.

These processes are also illustrated in Fig.1.8. Depending on the

value of the interaction strength k, one of these modes will oocur

(the bond angle a' is kept fixed). In Fig. 3.7 the nucleation field

strengths h 1 and h 2 (if there exists a seoond nucleation fieldn, n,
strength) are plotted as afunction of the interaction strength k

and with e'.800
• As we can see, the k-axis oan be divided into

three regions, each region oorresponding with one of the three

possible modes. The values of k on the boundaries of the different ,
regions will be different for different values of the bond angle e .
By carrying out a lot of calculations for different combinations,
of the bond angle e and the interaction strength k, it appeared

I
to be possible to divide the entire ( e ,k)-plane into thre& regions,

each region corresponding with one of the three possible modes.

The results of these caloulations are plotted in Fig. 3.8. These

calculations have been carried out earlier by Bertram and Mallinson [14J,

however they only oonsidered values of k<0.5 (small interaction forces).

For 8'=800 the hysteresisloops for several values of the interaction

strength k are plotted in Fig. 3.9. The initial switching mode in

the cases 1 and 2 is coherent rotation, in the cases 3, 4 and 5
fanning to the anti-parallel state (two nucleation field strengths

where irreversible rotation ocours) and in case 6 fanning to the

parallel state is observed.

As to the damping parameter oC, the influence of this parameter is

shown in the figures 3.10a,b,c and 3.11a,b,c. For different values

of oC the courses of the magnetization directions during the
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irreversible processes are different, however the (stable) final

states after the irreversible processes are always the same, so

the damping parameter doesn't affect the hysteresisloop.

For cL- 00 the magnetization directions of the particles always
. ( In 0 0 If) 0 0)are s1tuated in the yz-plane ~1~90 or 270 and 12=90 or 270 •

This is also found if the steepest descent method is used for

calculating the irreversible processes.

e o e 0 08'* 6 0If we extend the range of from 0 <: < 180 to 0 < < 3 0
OlD 0 0 (()* 0and reduce the range of tp from 0 < T < 360 to 0 < I < 180 ,

all possible points in the (e, If )-plane can be translated to the
;II :X-(e ,If )-plane. If the steepest desoent method is used to describe

the irreversible processes (or the Gilbert equations with~-OO),

* *" 0then Lp 1 = If 2 = constant= 90 , so we only need to consider the angles
* e~ .81 and 2. In F1g. 3.12, 3.13a,b and 3.14 the energy E is plotted

*' *as a function of these two angles (e 1 ' e2) at the nucleation field

strengths h 1 and h 2 (if there exists a second nucleation field
n, n,

strength) for three different cases (each case corresponding to

another initial switching mode). In the figures also the course

e* e* 0of the magnetization directions, i.e. 1 and 2 (lf1= lf2= 90 )

is plotted d.uring the irreversible process.

3.4. Comparisons with the Neel-model.

In order to compare the Stone~Wohlfarthmodel for two particles

with the Neel-model, we have also calculated the hysteresisloops for an

assembly of two particles according to the Neel-model for e' = 800

and for several values of the interaction strength k.

For the normalized interaction field component in the z-direction

we can write according to Eq.(2.1) I

i
i A

Hijhij
...

(Nb-Na)·M

2 eI -1)V • (3.C08

~
P

411(Nb-Na ).r3

2 e'= 2/3. k(3.cos - 1)
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The normalized ooercive foroe of a particle is taken 1 aocording

to Eq.(3.27) I

hc,p
A
".

Hc,p ". 1 (3.80 )

The a.pplied field strength has been normalized with Eq. (3.47) I

h III (3.81 )

The obtained hysteresisloops have been plotted in Fig. 3.15 and oan be

compared with the loops in Fig. 3.9 (oaloulated with the Stoner

Wohlfarth model). If we define the mean value of the nucleation

fields h 1 and h 2 (in the Neel-model the field strengths where
n, n,

the particles reverse their magnetization directions) as the coercive

force of the assembly, then we oan Bee that this ooeroive force

hc,s

is independent of the interaction strength if the Neel-model is

considered, because then the nucleation fields h 1 and h 2 equaln, n,

However the coercive foroe as oaloulated with the stoner-Wohlfarth

model varies if the interaotion strength k is ohanged, and is

always smaller then the ooeroive force as oaloulated with the Neel

model. This can be seen in Fig. 3.16 where the ooercive foroes as

calculated with both models have been plotted as a funotion of

e' 0the interaction strength k ( ... 80 ).
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4. Summary of results.

In this section the results obtained from calculations

with the Neel-model and with the Stoner-Wohlfarth model for two

particles are summarized.

Neel-model.

For an assembly of many identical, ellipsa.idally shaped and perfectly

aligned particles distributed over an ellipsoidally shaped sample

volume we obtained the following results I

1/ the negative flank of the major loop can be described

by relation (2.14) I

a I I
H (M ) ... -H + P .M .h(M )cp v 0

where H ... the coeroive foroe of a single partiole.op

pv the volume paoking fraotion.

M the spontaneous magnetization.o
I

h(M ) = a funotion, only dependent om the struoture

of the distribution of the partioles over

the spaoe (this structure is determined by

the shape of the particles and of the sample).

2/ the Preisaoh function appeared to be instable.

3/ the average interaotion field ~Hi> may be regarded

as the sum of two funotions (relation 2.27) I

i
<H > ... P(M) + Q(M)

where P(M) ... a linear funotion of the magnetization M.

Q(M) m a non-linear funotion of the magnetization,

and is independent of the sample shape.

4/ the minor loops are more or less horizontal within

the major loop.
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stoner-Wohlfarth model for two identioal, perfectly aligned particles.

Three different modes of magnetization rotation appeared to be

possible I

1/ coherent rotation.

2/ fanning to the anti-parallel state.

3/ fanning to the parallel state.

Calculation of the irreversible processes with the Gilbert equation

leads to the same final states as the steepest descent method.

5. Conclusions.

As we have seen, it is possible to calculate the magnetio

properties of an assembly of more than 500 particles in a very

simple way if the Neel-model is used. However this model has been

shown to be too simple. Particularly the neglect of field components

perpendicular to the" easy" a.xes of the pa,rticles seems not to be

justified. Within the Neel-model, the Preisach funotion appeared

to be instable , so calculations with assumed stability for the

diagram should be erroneous. Though the Preisach diagram with

assumed stability is a very instructive 11001 to describe the

magnetization processes as dQ oocur in the registration process

in magnetic recording.

Better quantitative agreement with experiments oould be expected

if the stoner-Wohlfarth model for two interacting partioles, as

described in seotion 3.2, would be extended to an assembly of

more partioles. However this would require very much oomputation

time. For the oaloulation of the complete major loop of an assembly

of 10 particles we expeot to need a computation time of about 5 hours.

Moreover the model of stoner & Wohlfarth for one single particle

is be.sed on the assumption that the partiole is single' domain.

This assumption doesn't need to be justified. In the literature

severel other models are known, to desoribe the magnetization
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process in one single particle, without assuming that the particle

is single-doma.in [5J, [61, [7J, [8J. What model is in agreement with

the reality is not known, because there is a lack of experimental

results as concerned with the magnetic behaviour of one single

particle.

Another assumption made in section 3.2 is that the particles can

be considered as point dipoles with respect to their interaction.

For high packing densities this assumption probably is not justified.
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Appendix 1 (this may be found in [21J).

We will treat here a typioal example where the Preisach diagram

changes, due to switohing of the magnetio moments.

Let us oonsider two acioular partioles, that are oompletely aligned

with the field Ha along the direotion of alignment, Fig.A.1.

The partioles are supposed to be magnetic dipoles, and the hysteresis

loop is reotangular. This model is known as Neel's positive dipole

pair interaotion model [9], [16J • "Positive", beoause all the

interaotion fields are positive when all the partioles are positively

saturated and are given by

(A.1 )

Also a negative interaotion model has been defined in the literature

~6J. In this oase the particles are arranged like the rungs of a

ladder, with the field applied along the "easy" axes of the p~rticles.

Now all the interaotion fields are negative when the particles are

positively magnetized.

Dependent on ooercive force and magnetic moment we obtain for the

positive interaotion model one of the five possible hysteresisloops,
I ,

defined as A, C
3

' C
3

' C4' and C4 (C1 and C2 are defined in the

negative interaction model, [16J), Fig. A.2. Beoause the underlying

assumptions are the same we oan now desoribe Neel's model with,
the aid of the Preisach diagram. For instanoe, ourve C

3
is oharacterized

by the conditions, Fig. A.3a ,

H >H + n( m1+m
2

)cp,2 op,1

H 1 < n.m2cp,

n = 1/( 21Td3 )

(A.2)

l.et Ill' now ml!~ume both partioles to be positively magnetized due

to a large external field in the positive direotion, Ha= H t.sa
In that case both particles experience a positive interaction field,

Eq.(A.1). Hence, H is negative and the particles are represented
m

in the Preisaoh diagram by plus signs in the lower half plane, Fig. A.3b.

Decreasing the field to Ha= H 2-n.m1 will not effeot partiole (2)cp,
due to Eq.(2.6) and (2.7), Fig. A.3c. Also partiole (1) stays

a
unchanged when the field passes the value H = H 1-n.m2' butop,
when the field reaches the value Ha= -H 1-n.m2' particle (1)cp,
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will change sign. Now particle (2) experiences a negative interaction

field and must alter its position to the upper half-plane, Fig. A.3d.

This is essentially the instability of the Preisach diagram.

a particle has to change its position in the diagram due to a

change of magnetic moment of a neighbouring particle.
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.. d ...

Fig. A.1. Neel's positive
interaction model.

•
I' ,f

:
C4

1.

..
A

Hcp,2Hcp,1

Fig. A.2. Hysteresisloops of the
positive interaction model.
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'

Ha=H -nID nm1op,2 1

Hop,1
I
I ..

-4
..

-nrn2 (1) H -nm2
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0

-nID1 ------ -nID1
____J

0 @

Fig. A.3. Preisaoh representation of the positive
dipole pair interaotion model.
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Appendix 2 (this may be found in [23J).

Bate [23] olaims that the Preisach diagram is stable within

certain limits of the applied field. To prove this he proposes

the following procedure. Let us assume that a sample is positively
asaturated. Next the field is deoreased to the value H = -H1 , Fig. A.4.

When increasing the field to Ham H2 and returning again to Ham -H1 ,

the magnetization will have traversed a minor loop that in the oase
aof stability would be closed at H m -H1 - This is best shown in

the Preisach diagram, Fig_ A.5. Deoreasing the field after the
avalue H = H2 when following the minor loop, implies reduoing the

shaded area, Fig. A.5o. If the dia,gram were instable, it would

be possible that during deoreasing of the field extra partioles would

move out of the shaded area (this feature is known as aocommodation!),
ahenoe the remanent value at H • -H1 would be different from the' starting

value. According to Bate, ~Fe203 is stable for field strengths
aH = H2 <H1 • For larger values of H2 the value at H1 differs from

its original value and henoe instability ooours.
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Fig. A.4. Bate's method of showing
statistioal stability.

H
o

H
o

Fig. A.5. Preisaoh representation
of Bate's method.
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Appendix 3.

Applying the homogeneous distribution method for the assignment

of the positions to the partioles, the statistioal averages of the

magnetic properties depend on the sizes of the unit oells (b , bandx y
b ). To show this, we have oaloulated the mean interaotion foroez
at saturation

for three different homogeneous distributions of the partioles over

a oubic sample (i.e. different sizes for the unit cells). For all

assemblies oonsidered, the total number of the partioles Nt' the

sizes of the sample (s -s -s ) and the sizes of the partiolesx y z
(a , b ) are the same, only the sizes of the unit oells (b ,b ,b )

p p x y z
are changed (volume of the unit oells b .b .b - constant).x y z
For each considered oombination of b.b and b , the oalculations

x y z
have been carried out several times, eaoh time with new random

positions of the partioles (one partiole per unit oell). Then

the results ha~ been averaged for eaoh considered ratio b /b •z x
This way we become the statistioal averages:

N

<H;> • 1/Ns ~H;) Ij (A.3)

where N = the total number of oaloulated sets (eaoh
s

set corresponding with the same ratio

bz/b:z:) •

<H~>6 - the value obtained for the j'th set.

The resulting statistical values have been given in Table A.1 as

a function of the ratio b /b • As we oan see, the mean interaotion-=r- Z x
force <H > deoreases as the ratio b /b increases.s z x

b /b --:r
<H '>z x s

0.25 -0.16

1.0 -0.23

2.0 -0.34

Table A.1 •
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Appendix 4 (this ma.y be found in [15]).

In an earlier stage we have already studied the behaviour of

the mean interaction force if we are traversing the major loop.

In Fig. A.6 the mean interaction force <H\le (see Eq.(2.26)) as

e, function of the magnetization M has been plotted for several

ratios a /b of the sample (all other parameters are constant).s s
In the same figure, the functions P (M)= <H~I.M have been depicted.e s 8 •

If we determine now the differential functions Q (M)= <H
1

) (M) I -P (M),e e e
then the resulting functions Q (M) appear to be identical fore
all axial ratios a /b • The function Q (M) has been plotted in Fig. A.1.sse
Its value at the magnetization levels M=+/- M is zero by definition.

s
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F'ig. A.6. The mean interaotion force <Hi>1 and the function
P as a function of the magnetiz~tion for several
v~luee of the axial ratio a /b of the sample.

s s

o

a /b = 6p p
p =20%v

Fig. A.7. The function Q (M)= <H
i >/ (M)-P (M).e e e

-1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 ..

M/M
s
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Appendix 5 (this may be found in [40J).

Della Torre's formula (Eq.(2.44)) can be worked out as follows.

The sizes of the long a.nd the short axis of the partioles are

respectively a and b , so the volume of the partioles equals:
p p

V "".g. a • b
2

pop p

As mentioned before the integration in Eq.(2.44) must be carried

out over the volume V2 and not over the volume V1 (see Fig. 2.29).

The volume V2 is bounded by the ellipsoidal surfaoe described by:

a
r '" p

V 2 2'
1+k •sin e

where k 2 '" (a /b )2_1
p p

This can be seen in Fig. A.8.

Now we can write:

(A.5 )

(A.6)

V rr( T2 (r.. ) .dv .
p~ zz ~J J

2

V 2 2 I1+k .sin e

Carr,ying out the integration over r and ~ results in:

a b
2 [1'( {V 2 2 '}3V fII T2 (r

ij
). dV

j
'" p. p de .sin 8 1+k .sin 9 • (1-300s 28

p V zz 144 a
2 0 P

If we define the function
17'

Sn(k) = Jde .sine .coane .(1+k2.sin2e )3/2

o
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then Eq.(A.8) simplifies tOI

vpf/( T;z(rij)·dV j ... 1~4·(bp/ap)2.(So-6.S2+9.S4)
2

For k=O (a /b =1) Eq.(A.9) reduoes tOI
p p

S (0) =~1
n n+

Then we can write for Eq.(A.8)1

V f!! T
2 Cr. j ) • dv. '" 9~

p V ZZ 1 J
2

(A.1 0)

(A.11 )

(A.12 )

(A.13)

For cases where k,tO, the values of SO' S2 and S4 can be found

in Table A.2. As we can see, for a /b =6 the variance U_i beoomesl
p p r

M
s

(f Hi ""'vPv' • 0.168

a /b := Vk!J
p p

(A.14)

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

33.7
77.8

150.3
258
408
608
864

1184
1575

6.28
13.82
26.1
44.2
69.5

102.9
145.8
199
265

2.61
5.51

10.18
17.05
26.6
39.2
55.4
75.5

100.0

Table A.2. Table of S funotions.
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Fig. A.8. To the integration in Eq.(2.44).
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a. Coherent rotation model.

Fig. 1.3. Calculation of hysteresisloops with the
ooherent rotation model, acoording to
Stoner & Wohlfarth [4J.
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Fig. 1.4. Schematio representation of modes
of magnetization rotation.
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F'ig. 1.7. Uniform rotation of the magnetio moments in an
assembly of regularly distributed particles.

a. Coherent.

b. Fanning to the
anti-parallel
state.

c. Fanning to the
parallel state.

Fig. 1.8. Different modes of switching of the magnetic
moments in an assembly of two particles.



Fig. 2.1. A magnetic dipole.
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a. Possible magnetization directions.
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b. Hyeteresisloop.

Fig. 2.2. The magnetio behaviour of one single
partiole in the Neel-model.
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Fig. 2.5. Flowdiagram of the oomputerprogram used to oaloulate
the hysteresisloop of an assembly of magnetio
partioles, aooording to the Neel-model.
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Fig. 2.7. Two-dimensional representation
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Fig. 2.8. An arbitrary example·
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Fig. 2.10. Preisach diagrams showing instability
according to Noble [22].
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Fig. 2.13. An example of a distribution that
is not well dispersed.
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Fig. 2.14. To the homogeneous distribution method.
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Fig. 2.16. Influence of the coercive force H of the
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Fig. 2.20. Random distribution of the particles
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Fig. 2.21. Shearing of the hystereeisloop if
the axial ratio a /b of the sample is ohanged.s s
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Fig. 2.22. Influenoe of the axial ratio a /b of the
sample on the faotor N • s s
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Fig. 2.23. Zijlstra's model for oaloulating the average interaotion
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shaped particles, whioh are perfeotly aligned. The particles are
assumed to be randomly distributed over an ellipsoidally shaped
sample.
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as a function of the axial ratioa,s a,p
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Fig. 2.27. "Shearing" of the hysteresisloop if the axial ratio a /b of the sample is changed.s s
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Fig. 2.29. To the integration in Eq.(2.44).
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Fig. 2.42. Measured hysteresisloop of a Cr02-sample.
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